Timber
Canopies
A timber canopy offers a natural and contemporary look and can
really help to complement a building’s outside environment by
blending into the surroundings.
Our timber framed canopies are constructed
using high quality structural grade soft wood
timber with squared or circular supporting
posts.
We use a combination of timber and
aluminium in our canopies, with the connecting
brackets and the glazing bars fabricated from
aluminium.
The supporting posts fit into aluminium base
plates, ensuring that the timber columns are
always above ground. We do not set the timber
posts into the ground as this can sometimes
result in the wood rotting.
Both lean-to and free-standing versions are
available and they can be fitted with either a
mono or duo pitch roof.

Our canopies feature
the following benefits:
Fast installation
Non-fragile roof glazing
Natural look
Long lasting and durable
Variety of glazing options
Aluminium connection
and shoe detail

All of these roof structures are made from our
Multi-Link-Panel Non-Fragile roof panel system
that conforms to the HSE’s recommended drop
test for roofing assemblies ACR[M]001:2014,
and passes with a ‘B’ designation. Class B is the
best result that polycarbonate can achieve.
Should you prefer something different from
our standard product we can design a canopy
to meet your needs, if a full timber canopy is
needed we can offer this.

The choice of roof
glazing includes:
Multiwall polycarbonate in clear
or opal
Clear solid polycarbonate
Laminated glass
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